Simplifying Cross-Border Real Estate Investments

Bringing Access & Liquidity to Global Frozen Capital
$30 Trillion US Commercial RE investment market
$150 Trillion private wealth located outside the US
$217 Trillion illiquid asset class located worldwide
45% of global investment CRE located in the US
60% of private wealth located outside of the US

The Problem - Cost of access
Non US investors accessing US commercial real-estate
investments face a cumbersome process involving high
transaction costs
Crypto high-net-worth-individuals facing volatility of
crypto and want to hedge their risk into a stable asset

Illiquid
asset class

Crypto
volatility

Complex
regulatory &
tax landscape

Currency
conversations

The Opportunity: Democratizing PERE*
access for cross-border investors
Creating a liquid market for shares in professionally managed
private equity real estate(PERE*) assets. Releasing pent-up demand
from cross-border investors while providing capital and liquidity to
prime operators.

The Solution
Slice is a commercial real-estate(CRE) Investment Platform for
the cross-border investor utilizing blockchain, offering investors
simple access to institutional grade US prime location CRE
Hedging volatile asset into stable cash-flowing asset
Private market high returns
Public market liquidity
Eliminating currency exchanges.
Reducing transaction fees.
simplifying and reducing tax drag.

SLICE IS THE BLOCKCHAIN CROSS-BORDER INVESTMENT
PLATFORM
It solves two of the biggest problems in CRE: Access and Liquidity.
Slice does it by leveraging blockchain technology, allowing local and crossborder investors enjoy the benefits of institutional grade real-estate with
no min investment

Access
to all (Intl Investors)

RETURNS
of Private RE fund

LIQUIDITY
as public REIT

Investing as little or as
much as you choose

Slice brings the best of both worlds:
PUBLIC MARKET LIQUIDITY + PRIVATE-MARKET HIGH RETURNS

How It Works- Platform
TRADE (BUY/SELL)****
REGISTRATION
KYC

ADD FUNDS
(CRYPTO/FIAT)

INVESTMENT STYLE

OPERATORS/CRE
FUNDS**

Funding deployment
in bulk batch ****

1. SECONDARY MARKET

CLEARING
HOUSE

DISTRIBUTED
LEDGER
Ledger of
owners which is
updated in realtime.

2. RESERVE FUND
DISTRIBUTION
TO USERS ***

DIVIDEND
PAYMENT
CENTRALIZED
BANK ACCOUNT

SMART
CONTRACTS

i via On-chain-exchange/Shapeshift/Tempto bank/Worldfirst
ii Each Fund includes multiple income generating assets (equity or debt)
*** Distribution are set by the current ownership ledger and paid pro-rata (crypto/fiat)
****Trigger automatic funding upon reaching designated threshold. if no investment made within 30 days, funds returned to user automatically by the smart contract
*****price represents the equilibrium between buyer and sellers at the given point. Trade function allows liquidity from either other users via internal secondary market or
via us.

How It Works- Platform

REGISTRATION
KYC

Sponsors / CRE Funds
underlying RE assets)
US LLC/ LP

OWNS AN LP
SHARE IN THE
FUND

Platform Cayman
based entity
(leveraged
blocker)

INVESTOR
REGISTRATION
KYC
TRADE (BUY/SELL)****
1. SECONDARY MARKET

Equity
~10%
Debt
~90%

Shares &
promissory notes
are held by a
trustee &
administrator

*** user invests in his own currency, paying his own currency, and paying his own local tax.

Trustee maintains a list of
the tokens and assures
that the distributed
ledger is balanced

2. RESERVE FUND

Competitive Landscape

Public REIT (RE investment
trust)

Private Equity RE)
❖
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Accessible by public stockmarkets
Low returns (stabilized CRE
only) 5-6%
Multiple fee layers
No min
Liquid
$600B AUM*

❖

❖

❖

❖

❖

Accessible for US-only accredited
investors through private
platforms
Typical min of $25,000 per deal.
High returns 12-22% IRR/coc yield
8%
Lower avg. transaction fees.
Illiquid (3-5 years until exit)
$4.2T AUM*
*Assets underlying
management

* sophisticated investors only

Competitive Landscape
Easy Accesses

Public
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Appendix

Slice: Token Economics

RE Operators

Token
Sale
SLICE PLATFORM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RE Funds

Platform is built prior to token sale event. Platform as a hub for investors to meet real-estate
funds/developers.
Slice Token is strictly used for access and utility :(1) users to access the platform and view the
featured projects and funds. (2) real-estate developers/funds to list their project on the platform.
SLICE TOKEN = platform/utility token , RE TOKENS = securities.
users can not buy any real-estate (securities) with slice token. Trading real-estate can be done in
any crypto-currency,
The platform is a market maker: Internal exchange (allow users to trade between themselves) +
floor price guarantee
Platform is offering the market maker/secondary market function
Platform operates as crowdfunding portal- Users have instant and permanent access to adding
funds/trade in the offered real-estate security tokens.

Real-estate Security Tokens

•
•
•
•
•
•

Token

Token

Token

Token

Slice NYC I

Slice LA II

SLICE GROWTH

SLICE INCOME

Securitized backed asset: security token by definition.
a “mini ICO” per each fund or project listed by qualified real-estate developers..
all projects would go through a diligence by Slice RE private-equity
underwriting team. focus on institutional grade, US prime location assets only.
All token sale proceeds must go to the underlying REinvestment (placement
fee is paid by the developer and not by the token investors).
Token can be traded on the secondary market: security exchanges when these
are launched.
Low trading volume/ high-volatility: addressed by utilizing bancor liquidity model
and using reserve fund to allow liquidity to users)

Commercial RE Global Investment Market (Invested Capital)

Investors have allocated over $6 Trillion in fresh capital in the last 5 years.
Americas/US is the predominate investment market
*Source:CBRE Global Investors Intuitions survey 2017; March 2017

SLICE IS THE FIRST BLOCKCHAIN REIT PLATFORM
It is where CRE funds, private REITs, and RE sponsors get funded by
crowdfunding community, who receive periodical dividends, and their
investment is tied to underlying RE which can be liquid at any given time.
Slice underwrites the operators and funds, constantly manage the
portfolio, price the liquidity, etc.

Slice is a commercial real-estate (CRE) investment platform for cross-border investors. It
converts your crypto into a stable security token backed by institutional returns derived from
real estate.
Slice offers unprecedented liquidity to conventional real estate equity investments, while
creating an attractive portfolio diversification tool for high net worth crypto investors (HNWCI).
This combination allows Slice to offer private market returns with public market liquidity. Slice's
cash-flowing investments will also provide quarterly distributions to investors.
HNWCIs can deploy crypto directly into institutional-grade CRE utilizing Slice’s tax-advantaged
structure. Slice combines the Bancor Protocol with Stellar’s built-in decentralized exchange to
ensure high liquidity for the CRE-backed tokens issued on the Slice platform. Slice’s management
team utilizes decades of real estate private equity experience to offer access to high-grade CRE
investment opportunities throughout the US. It is backed by advisory and investment
partnerships, which include Bancor, Stellar, BlockchainIL, Lightyear, and others.

The Problem of Cross-border CRE:
Why the transaction are so high
Investing in local RE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Buy using your local
currency.
Use your local broker.
Obey local regulation.
Pay your local taxes.

Investing in foreign RE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Find a different broker.
Open a new account.
Fund new account or even open
a new bank account.
Learn new fees, regulation and
tax regime.
Different tax reporting
Convert currency.
Purchase RE
high transaction fees

RE outperformed S&P500

Source: New York Federal Reserve / Census.org

Investor's Safe Haven
Slice makes it easy and affordable to invest small
amounts into diversified real estate assets. It relies on
Blockchain technology to reduce transaction costs, fees,
allow access to specific CRE portfolios classified by
risk/return level, get quarterly dividends, and facilitate
real-time liquidity.
It also solves the access problem that international and
non-US based investors has; who have no easy way to
gain access to US income generating CRE.

Slice’s Portfolio is composed of:
(institution quality RE)
GP-Sponsor/Common equity*
LPs preferred equity*
Mezzanine loans/Subordinated loans
Senior Debt

*Current equity owner to liquidate their position by selling their equity to investors

Investors
Slice enables anyone to own a piece of institutional grade RE
portfolio and get quarterly dividends

Invest in prime real-estate in San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Boston, Las Vegas, NYC.
9–17% expected returns
Steady cash flow
low acquisition fee
liquidity/buy-back guarantee

RE Operators /Sponsors
It enables quality real estate operators to
access a large, untapped pool of capital
provided by small investors. cost of capital

Our Approach: REIT style portfolio + Blockchain
Slice makes it easy and affordable to invest small
amounts into specific real estate assets in the private
market. It relies on Blockchain tech to reduce transaction
costs, provide exposure to individual assets, and facilitate
ongoing liquidity to investors..
Slice allows quality RE developers & operators to access a
large, untapped pool of capital provided by small and
overseas investors. Also, allowing liquidity to
sponsors/LPs post value creating stage/stabilization
stage.
Slice focus is on commercial real-estate (including multifamily, apartment complexes, high-rise apartment
buildings, etc).

Our Approach: Fund of Funds portfolio +
Blockchain
Each portfolio on the platform will be automatically
diversified across all direct offering. When investing with Slice,
you are purchasing common shares of a limited liability
company. In turn, the llc uses the proceeds from its sale of
common shares to make investments in a diversified pool of
real estate assets.
by aggregating investor capital our network can overcome
restrictive min investments, and access exclusive and quality
operators deals.

Why now? Easy Cross-border access
Most real-estate platforms allow access to
accredited investors only, while REIT funds which are
publicly traded provide lower returns, have higher
fees and requires access to stock trading accounts
like e-trade. There is no easy, seamless way for user
all over the globe to get an easy access to stable
real-estate assets in the US.
International investors (non-US) are is willing to
compromise on project risk-level and pay premium
in order to gain access to the US market.

ACCESS TO ALL (INTL INVESTORS)
RETURNS OF PRIVATE RE FUND
LIQUIDITY AS PUBLIC REIT

Slice brings the best of both worlds:
PUBLIC-REIT HIGH LIQUIDITY + PRIVATE-CRE FUND HIGH RETURN RATES

Competitive Landscape & TAM: RE meets
Blockchain
crowdfunding: FundRise, RealtyShares, Realty Mogul
Manage over $750m in crowdfunding investments.
Concept Validation (slice’s TAM is bigger as it’s
offering is 10x better: catered to US + cross-border
market and allows liquidity)
Blockchain: none offering a portfolio revenuegenerating platform in prime US locations.

The Competitive advantage
Private equity real estate funds and REITs that do offer investors commercial real
estate exposure typically feature very high fees, little or no liquidity, and are a “black
box” that permit no investor discretion on individual deals.
Slice CRE is designed to give non-accredited investors direct access to slices of
portfolio in commercial real estate investments, allowing select the level of
investment (conservative, medium, aggressive). While targeting the same size
investments, Slice’s fees are significantly lower than its analog REITs or private funds
and it offers deep transparency.
Above all, slice gives it’s users liquidity during the life of the investment. This all
makes us believe that the Slice value proposition for investors is far superior to that
of existing options, and will — like other digital marketplaces before it — disrupt
less efficient analog incumbents.

How it works - Liquidity : Secondary market + Reserve Fund
Secondary market: allowing users/investors to trade between themselves. Once
market is developed enough , then user would be able to liquidate assets at a
discount.
Reserve Fund:
Initially the platform will supplement the liquidity need via dedicated liquidity reserve
fund functioning as market maker.
Reserve fund managed by an underwriting (ex. goldman sachs PE officer ):
class C (no-liquidity) ground-up development won’t have liquidity. High risk factor
won’t have liquidity.
class B(limited liquidity): value-added. period of no-liquidity (i.e 12 months), then
25% avg. markdown.
class A(instant liquidity): core deals/low risk. liquidity within 30 days with 20% avg
markdown.

US CRE as safe harbor for investors
Historically, Real Estate has served a relatively safe store of
value, protection against inflation, and avenue for value
creation. CRE outperformed S&P500
HOWEVER, CRE investing has major drawbacks.

It’s a capital intensive business…
Commercial RE Operators are constantly
seeking fresh capital.
•

* Average life-span of a project is 36 months.
* Substantial capital is tied up for the duration of the
project.
* Funding new opportunities is the only way to grow their
business.

Proven concept: indirect investing
Fundrise, Realty Mogul,Realtyshares, cadre allow access to US-only investors
with typical min of $5,000 and limited liquidity (high cost-per-transaction: 7-10%)

Accommodating local investors is relatively easy.
Accommodating cross border investors is
challenging.
•

•

•

Regulation and tax considerations need to be
handled.
Capital transfer, currency conversion and transaction
fees bare high costs.
Product market fit for forging investors commands
flexibility.

Private equity RE performance

Private equity RE Funds/pre REIT are accessible for USonly accredited investors with typical min of $25,000 per
deal.

Stock Example (When not traded as ADR)
LOCAL MARKET

FOREIGN MARKET

“I want to buy AAPL”

“I want to buy BMW”
1. LOCATE FOREIGN BROKER

INVESTOR

INVESTOR

CASH BACK

BUYS STOCK

STOCK IS
TRANSFERRED
BROKER MAKES
COMISSION

2. CONVERT CURRENCY

BROKER

LOCAL BANK

3. PAY LOCAL TAX
4. PAY FOREIGN TAX

DIVIDENDS

BUYS STOCK ON
LOCAL MARKET

FOREIGN BROKER
LOCAL MARKET
STOCK IS
TRANSFERRED
ABNORMAL
COMISSION
OBEY LOCAL
REGULATION
PAY YOUR
LOCAL FEES

FOREIGN MARKET

5. ABNORMAL COMISSION

The ADR (American depositary receipt)

INVESTOR
NOTES

Investor purchases a foreign
company pesudo stock. Paying
his local fees, under his local
regulation and taxation region.

FOREIGN
STOCK

LOCAL
CURRENCY

INVESTMENT BANK
Investment bank manages
the foreign stock. Each
ADR note is backed by a
real stock and can be
exchanged for one.

LOCAL STOCK MARKET

NOTES

FOREIGN
STOCK

Investment bank handles cross border
taxation, voting rights and dividend
distribution to ADR note holders
according to their pro rata share in the
original stock.

FOREIGN STOCK
MARKET

The CRE investment asset class
The global real estate value is $217 Trillion, $81 Trillion is considered investment grade real estate* (~2.7 times the global
GDP)

These investment assets are:
● Office buildings, office parks or mix used spaces.
● Retail centers, malls, outlets or prime retail stores.
● Residential investments such as multifamily apartments or gated communities.

*source : savills 2016, not including vacant land, infrastructure projects and development projects

CRE Global Investment Market (Invested Capital)
CBRE survey indicates that
investors have allocated
$1.7 Trillion in fresh capital
for investments in global
CRE during 2017*

*Source:CBRE Global Investors Intuitions survey 2017; March 2017

US CRE Investment Market

$15 Trillion in US
Commercial RE
investable
market space

Source: Market capitalizations as of December 31, 2015.

Sources: The World Bank, Securities Industry and Financial
Markets Association (SIFMA), Green Street Advisors.

$6.2 Trillion
assets are
under
professional
investment
management
Source: Situs RERC, NAREIT, PREA, AFIRE, Prequin,
Real Capital

Investor Challenges - Direct investing
The US has specific laws regarding NRA (Non-Resident Aliens):
Tax Withholding:
● Income - FDAP (30% gross withholding) , ECI (30% net Withholding)
● Disposition - FIRPTA 15% withholding on gross amount
Tax Reporting requirements: IRS reporting
Estate Tax exposure: High rates (tax starts at ~$60,000)
Capital transfer: KYC, authorised banks, FATCA compliance.

Investor Challenges - Direct investing
● This means that investors investing in US real estate are sensitive to investment
structure and in many cases need:
● Discrete and specific tax planning.
● Annual US tax reporting.
● Cumbersome process in order to invest or divest in US property.

The result is an expensive, slow and paper heavy investment process.

US Sponsor challenges - Direct Investing
●
●
●
●
●

Suitable deal structure for foreign investors.
FIRPTA regulation enforcement.
FATCA & AML compliance.
Cross jurisdiction securities law.
Accessing investors.

Gaining Accesses - The Cost of opportunity
In the past 3 years US based developers raised in cross-border stock market (countries
like Israel ~$5.5 billion). Mainly in mezzanine debt, preferred equity, and senior
corporate debt.
● Denominated with in local currency.
● Electronically trades on the stock exchange.
● No US IRS exposure to end investor.
Average cost for the firms is approximately 600 basis points cheaper than US market
alternative.

Investment structure for cross-border in the US

The Problem of Cross-border transactions
Stock example
Investing in local stock: Investing in foreign stock:
1. Find a different
broker.
2. Open a new account.
3. Fund new account or
even open a new
bank account.
4. Learn new fees,
regulation and tax
region.
5. Convert currency.
6. Purchase a stock.

The solution

1. Buy using your
local currency.
2. Use your local
broker.
3. Obey local
regulation.
4. Pay your local fees.

Investing in local stock via
ADR:
1. Use same broker.
2. Use your local
currency.
3. Pay local taxes and
fees.

Slice is the first blockchain REIT platform.
Problem 1: LIQUIDITY in non-traded REITs:
public REITs are liquid but have low returns on avg and high fees.
private REITs have higher returns, but are non-liquid (3-5 years avg hold period) and usually limited to accredited
investors only.
Problem 2: ACCESS
intl investors don't have an easy access to income generating stable prime US CRE
Solution:
Slice brings brings the best of both worlds: traded-REIT liquidity and private-REIT returns rates allowing accredited
and non-accredited investors committing as little as $100.
Slice makes it easy and affordable to invest small amounts into diversified real estate assets. It relies on Blockchain
technology to reduce transaction costs, fees, allow access to specific CRE portfolios classified by risk/return level, and
facilitate real-time liquidity
It also solved the access problem that international and non-US based investors has. who have no easy way to gain
access to US income generating CRE.
Slice currently have over $400M in pending underlying CRE assets in stabilized projects which can provide access via
selling equity stake of the RE developers and/or their LPs.

What sets Slice apart from other Tokens?
Who and what- There’s an expert team in the space of CRE behind
Slice. Team proven track record.
Adopter incentives- Users of the platform would become the
founding community of Slice, allowing an asset backed investment
that distributes quarterly returns.
Managed liquidity- Slice would allow instant liquidity to the users.

High Transaction fees of REITs funds
Make it impossible for smaller investors to own smaller shares of specific assets
directly. To invest in real estate, such investors have to resort to REITs that incur
significant management costs and do not allow picking and choosing specific assets; or
to other investment partnerships (including crowdfunding) that are mostly focused on
higher-risk deals and require investors to lock-down their capital for several years until
the whole project is refinanced or sold.

Source: New York Federal Reserve
/ Census.org

Primary Focus: North America

Source: Preqin

Lack of Access; Lack of Liquidity; Barrier of entry
Investors who cannot afford acquiring a whole asset are unable to
grant direct access and have to go via:
- REITs: High fees structure*+ barrier of entry
(setup & registration; stock market only).
- Crowdfunding: mostly accredited investors and/or “no
selection” of property: Realityshares, FundRise, RealtyMogul,
CrowdStreet.
- Private RE funds- that accepts accredited investors only.
- Accepts US based users only

